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CH.O BACKGROUND 
"To eliminate the concept of waste means to design things - products, packaging, and system _ 
from the very beginning on the undersunding that waste does not exists" 
For our society's development, old buildings were turned down for the new buildings.The 
lifespan of the buildings can just be shortened because their function does not fit with our 
needs. his new-and-old cycle Is repeating and generating tremendous wastes. 
Those wastes, by William, are regarded as "technical nutrients" in the techincal cycles. 
If we have the concept of "Waste equals food" in our designing minds, once we can 
fmd(design) the ways to proceed the ‘Svaste" to the next stage, there is nothing defined as 
Everything undergoes a lifcc/cle. 
• Ktmakini th, wtf w« nuki thtn{t byWiium M D nou{h l> MicKud Bramcirt 
INTEREST OF STUDIES 
Biological life cycle deflnes as a series of changes in the life of an organism, including repro· 
ductlon. So, what Is a llfecycle of non-living organism! Here I deflned lt as the stage after a 
sequence of transformations, turned back to Its original stage, forming a close loop. Some 
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THE INTERLOCKING CYCLES 
IDEAS OF RESERVOIR 
Water Is stored as Ice In polar area, like carbon Is stored In the organic fuel and carbon-con-
taining substance. The reservoir, acting as a device of storage, is vital to maintain the balance 
within the cycle, before proceeding to the next stage. So as long as the products can be mas-
sively collected at some stages, this suge acts as a reservoir. 
IDEAS OF ENERGY INPUT 
Energy Is always transferred from one suge to another suge as a result of transformation. 
Design Input just like the energy Input, for the designer to transform a material level object 




l ---···l. ~ArCdc Habitat 
Lifespan 
'The lifespan of the building has nothing to do with the durability of the material. Concrete 
buildings are easily destroyed by earthquake, and masonry structures - concrete, brick are dif-
ficult to repair." 
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Architecture | Paper Architecture Short lifespan material with 
Shigeru Ban long duration use 
Repair and malntenacne 
Long lifespan material with 
short duration use 
LIFESPAN 
• Material level 






Q Successful transformation depends < 






REUSE VS RECYCLE 
relative less energy required 
i produsu again and a in. 
3US e 
• Original qualities are preserved 
• Only simple gesture needed for further r 
Recycling Involves processing used materials into new products to prevent waste of potentially useful materials, reduce the consumption of fresh raw materials, reduce ener^ usa^e, 
descro/ed back to material 
m 
ENERGY I MONEY 
Tocalty r 
t i t 
ENERGY I MONEY 
Consumption of extra energy to make new product 
Original product's quality are destroyed 
Require classification of material type for recycling 
CH. I THESIS STATEMENT 
--
THESIS STATEMENT- Architecture with pallets: A use cycle extension of dally product 
Backaround 
Uving within a consumer society, the act of buying Is just an Instantaneous decision. The product can turn to rubbish easily depending on our wills. This makes me rethink about how should our attitude be towards the 
rubbish we abandoned. Are there any values that we can discover and appreciate again when the functions we entided them Is over. We unintentionally to throw away stuff we don't want or we think they are "useless". 
However, this altitude causes us great troubles. Some of the wastes go direcdy to the Jandfills site, while some undergoes a downcycle process which destroys the original properties of objects. Both treatments cause 
social problems to our society. So, learning from the nature, I believe there are other ways to prolong the life cycles of an object other than recycling it. 
Thesis Abstract 
"To eliminate the concept of waste means to design things - products, packaging, and system - from the very beginning on the understanding that waste does not exlsu:· If we bear this thinking when we design things, 
the life span of an object can be extended through a certain extent of transformation from Its Inherited quality, no waste exists In our daily llfe.As architecture also follows this cycle and to realize a piece of architec-
ture requires a tremendous effort In manpower and material which mosdy prefabricated In factory, if we can borrow the quality of daily objects and apply it on architecture, there will be no waste generated after use. 
The thesis Is based on a concept of"cycle". By applying this concept to daily produces, revealing the steps by steps sequence transforming the raw-material into the daily object and the neglected pathway of daily object 
cycle after their end use, we try to seek the opportunities to promote reusing the daily objects that Inherited qualities are still maintained after their Intentional use and carefully linking the objects from different cycles 
(object's cycle and architectural cycle) together. This action can therefore allow the object to serve both functions In the pathway of different cycle, extending the Jifespan of the daily objects that we created. 
Research Methodolon 
The thesis consists of three main pares, a research and two design projects. Through the in-depth research on the Inherited quality of the daily object- Pallets, and the current architectural practice on timber con-
struction, the first design project wiU target to discover the potential, principle and therefore develop a Innovative system to built with pallet, reference to the timber constrUction. While the second part of the design 
project will review on the result of first design project and make Improvement on the load-bearing. construction, climatic confrontation aspects, so as to redesign the pallet based on the experience learnt In the first 
design project. 
Research Studies 
The first part of the research is an understanding on how we design and create things with variations serving the same function, aiming to find out the logic between material and functionality. 
The second part Is about the feasibility of dally objects to promote lu own Inherited quality Into the components having architectural quality Into architectural cycle.lt Is through the In-depth study on the existing 
quality of the pallets, with an analog on the underlying principle of the current timber constrUction practice. In this design experience, the exercise alms to relnvent the traditional timber constrUction skills Into an In-
novative construction system. In this design project. the main focuses are on the loading bearing Issues, connections, strUcture and space, visual Impact and the construction system. 
The final part of the studies, which is also a design project, aims to redesign the existing pallets Into a building component that Is easy to be manipulated by unskilled labor to create a comfortable and habitable space. 
In this design project, the main focuses are performance on the shelter; system based ~n the design of components, and the ease of the construction. 
As an additional bonus, the thesis also alms to experiment the architectural tactile quality on spatial experience through the expression of the daily objects' materlality and also to give suggestions on the simple detail 
design for the dally objects such that users can easily manipulate with those quality to DIY with the object Into a new product, extending the llfespan of the objects. 
Design Logics 
Are there any objects that we 
can discover and appreciate their 
VALUES again when the func-
tions we entitled them Is over. 
AVAILABLE depends on the con-
sumption of the daily products 
LIFESPAN of the material 
form (geometry growth) 
strength- directional (structure) 
operative (connection) 
Potential for protection (thermal comfort) 
Directly apply to the system 







Material Manipulation • 
CH.2 THE PRODUCTS 
DEFINITION hupi/tn.wlklp•di•.•'liwlkl/ 
UPCYCLE 
Upcyclinl Is a component of sustalnablllty In which waste materials are used to provide new products.lt Is generally a reinvestment In the environment. "Upcycllng Is the practice of 
taking something that Is disposable or downcycled and transforming it Into something of greater use and value."[ citation needed] This process allows for the reduction of waste and 
virgin material use, or less strain on resources for melting scrap metal. 
DOWN CYCLE 
Downcycllng Is the recyclin& of a material into a material of lesser quality or re-use of a product with crippled functionality for alternative purposes. A clear example Is plastic recy· 
dine. which wrns the material into lower crade plastlcs.The terms downcycle and downcycllnc were first used by Reiner Pilz of Pilz GmbH and Thornton Kay of Salvo Up In 1993, 
along with the terms upcycle and upcyclinc. 
REUSE · 
Reuse Is to use an Item more than once. This Includes conventional reuse where the Item Is used apln for the same function, and new-life reuse where it Is used for a new function. 
In contrast. recycling Is the breaking down of the used Item Into raw materials which are used to make new Items. 
RECYCLE 
Recyclin& Involves processing used materials Into new productS to prevent waste of potentially useful materials, reduce the consumption of fresh raw materials, reduce ener&r usa&e. 
reduce air pollution (from Incineration) and water pollution (from landfilling) by reducing the need for "conventional" waste disposal, and lower greenhouse gas emissions as com-


















2 new function 
3 reuse objects 
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Working on material level 


















Multi-function design for a 
daily object I.e. its operatives 
Transforming bottles to 
- vase I cup I toy 
- __ ~e~g!!,I!!,P,!!~ _ + 




Transforming to next level 
for a lifespan extension 
Transforming bottles to 
- emergenct shelter 
step by step L9J3 
! .;,.. 
~o ·· l> 
raw material material <.t.. ti"lj: .... ; i ,.: tl l': vbj · ( t:.i 
MATERIAL TRANSFORMATION e PHYSICALLYTRANSFORM 1 {' CHEMICALLYTRANSFORM 
GLASS TRANSFORMATION 
Time: Dated back to mid third millennium BC 
Method: • By melting the raw materials, such as sand, soda ash, 
limestone, feldspar and small quantities of fining agents In glass 
furnace at temperatures up to l67s•c. 
Product: Green I brown glass from raw materials with Iron oxide 
PAPER TRANSFORMATION 
Time: Dated back to China about 105 AD, byTsal Lun 
Method: • By mechanically and chemically breaking down fibre 
Inside wood chips Into pulp. and draining water In the pulp away. 
Squeezing the r~sultlng crude paper sheet between large roUen to 
remove most of the remaining water. 
Product: Bible paper, Manila paper etc. 
PLASTIC TRANSFORMATION 
Tlme: Invented by Alexander Parkes In 1855, 
Method: • By polymerization, a process of reacting monomer 
molecules In crude oil together In a chemical reaction to form 
three-dimensional networks or polymer chains. 
Product: thermoplastics, thermosets etc. 
o 




• PHYSICALLY TRANSFORM 
"Paper 
Sewing 
Objects I Books 
Folding 
Blow molding. 
Objects I tray 
Calendering 
C Objects I Film roll 
Foaming ^ u B ^ ^ K ^ 
Objects I Box Objects I Lunch Box 
o o 
objects 
FACTORY MANUFACTURING BLOW-BLOW INJECTION 
Plastic after first " Softening the plastic by HEATING 1 • Plastic Bottles before and after the second blowing Process-
blowing 
Hardenlns the plastic by COOLING 




FACTORY MANUFACTURING METHOD - EXTRUDE-BLOW INJECTION 
B I D O 
Plastic Pallets I Extruding the softened plastic <" Extruded plastic tube being blow-moulded Into a bottle 
from the aii^discharjing screw at the bottom 
Bottle being cooled. The top and the bottom of the 
bottle is cut and recycled inside the factory 
from http//www.youtub«.(om/wi(chN>ncueRS(>N66Y 
o 
t / [ J. I material " “n f iw . objects 
FACTORY MANUFACTURING 
Paper pulp from paper i pulp mixture being sucked into ihe-
with hot water formation mould through vacuum 
EGG TRAYS COMPRESSION 
Conveyer moulds compress with the formation moulds 
They arc being compressed for packaging 
Sainless steel mesh 
kthe 
bronze mould 
lnu{ti frcMT» htcp://www.)«uUJb«.co«n/watchrv>hA I BU77lDTtliNR« I 
o—o 
material components 
COMPONENT PRODUCTION • MYSICALLYTRANSFORM| 
CHEMICALLY TRANSFORM 
m 
Material | Glass 
floating 
Molding 
Component | float glass 
_ 
‘component (ancK 
ICi^SiOj + 7Hp _•3(CaO)«,(SiOj)M(Hp)(gcl) + 3Ca(OH)j 
«rial I Paper 
Rolling 
Component I paper tube 
Folding 




Material I Wood Component | module 
Component | PVC 
‘Component | Panel 
B 
‘Component | parts 
• Object I Stool 
> ‘o—^ o 
t.;-,v '.i.-y.'jvA components objects 
OBJECTS ASSEMBLING •PHYSICALLYTRANSFORMI 
CHEMICALLYTRANSFORM 
Component | PVC 
omponent | Panel 
Component I module Object I Architecture Component | parts 
·> 
I . t , l 1'.:t\·l id l ll .jl ·•rJ.-1 t.'~· !lljd.ii\t:! . :: 
OBJECTS REUSE 
Object I Bottle 
Renovation for same use 
Object I Building 
The On•1oln1 steps 
i yo--.o 
objects 
e Objecu I Soft drink 







Object I Botde e Material I A&grepte 
~~ 
Object I Building e Material I Aggregate 
The raw materlalluelf has lu own properties and we optlmlse them to promote them Into the next level. We need knowledge from various field to support the step of transformation (which actually Is a design pro-
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They need to change their shape 
In order to perform its function 
/•Totally reversible ie.Umbrella 
Wood I Fabric | Bamboo | Stone Component | Cloth 
material characteristic 
Increase the possibilt/ 
for multi-functional 
Plastic I Metal | Glass 
material characteristh 







Object I Basket I Stool 
AFTER END USERS' 
o 
Z new function 
3 reuse objects 
5 
§ conventional 
y reuse objects 
Component | Wall Object | Shelter Object I Shelter 
• wt Material durability Feasibility for further operation Availability Cheap 




new life reu 
objects 
o O^_Q.o 
components material f material O^^^O~^O6 
w material material components objects 
o 





y reuse objects 
o 
recycled 
CYCLES ACCROSS DIFFERENT INDUSTRIES 
_ 
fUw material | Sand Material | Glass Product | Bottle Conventional Reuse Conventional Reuse 
Demolish 
REUSE AS BUILDING MATERIAL?? 
_ _ 
Product I Building Material | Concrete Raw material | 
DAILY OBJECTS' CYCLE 
DOWN-CYCLING DOWN-CYCLING 
BUILDINGS* CYCLE 
Through the precedent studies, it tells us that we can use our imaginary and creativity to 
re-shap and re -tide the products into something foscinating, if we can pay attention to their 
inherited qualities and make good use of them. 
Precedent study 
EXTENSION OFMATERIAL LIFESPAN IN ANIMAL 
TERMITES' MOULD BOWERBIRD'S NEST 
The disposal of excreta Is always a problem has to be solved by human beings for a hygienic 
living conditions. Proper treatment can be benefiticallike production of methane gas. Animals 
can lnstinctly solve this problems also In a constructive way. 
"Tennltes use their own faeces for the building of their own homes, with theirs quality drys 
quickly and does not putrefy. Some species do employ pelleu of soil, particles of wood, pelleu of 
soil and other extraneous matter as well, their excrement use only as binder." 
Animal Architecture 
HOW CAN WE REDEFINE OBJECTS, USE - ARTISTS' 
Warlbash ( D )Proje< 
By Keiko Oiawa By David Mach 
Train Sculpture 
By David Mach 
10 units System 
B/ Elizabeth Lundberg By Shigeru Ban 
The Hungry Caterpillar 
By MartaThoma 
_r-•0 0 0 newlife-t 
objects reuse objects components 
Upcycllng matenal 
Material I Bamboo 
BAMBOO 
Load bearing I Envelope 
Further material manipulation .,f 
ObJects 
= structural element 
Using the bamboo with string 
to tie up the chair 
Object I Art Installation 
Untltled By AI Welwel 
~--'j 
(75,· j'1~ r \Y~/ 0_j 
Object I Bicycles 
GLASS BOTTLE 
load bearing I Wall 
Further material manipulation)( 
ObJects 
= structural element 
Using the screw to connect 
with other bicycles to obtain a 
stable form 
Object I Art Installation 
METAL OIL CAN 
NON-Load bearing I 
Compositlonal Pattern 
Further material manipulation )( 
ObJects 
= compositional element only 





new life components 
Morimoto Restaurant by Tadao Ando 
Component |Wa)l 
Tin Can Mountain Hoi 
^Hjj 
Object I Milk Can 
NON • Load bearing | Cladding 
Further material manipulation 
• 
Objects 
+ independent structural system 
Attached to self-standing struc-
I By Manuel R; 
Component |WaII 
Poly & Chal By Chang Yung Ho 
Load bearing | Envelope 
Further material manipulation 
=structural element 
Profiles in bottom part of pav-
Component | Canopy 
HOW CAN WE REDEFINE OBJECTS' USE • ARCHITECTURAL FIELD 
Ju£aad United Bottles Botde Village Ningbo Historical Museum Heineken Bottle Wall Tin Can Mountain House 
By Sanjeev Shankar By Instant Architects By Grandma Prisbrey By Wang Shu By John Habraken By Manuel Rapoport 
fli 
The PaperVillain Pallet House 
By The Functionality By l-Beam 
METI School 





new life components 
jse objects 
Pallet House b. 
Objecc I Pallet 
Load bearing | Envelope 
Further material manipulation ^ 
=structural element 
The pallets need to be sized 
down in some location 
Object I Refugee Shelter 
Heln«ken Bottle Wall by John Habraken 
Object I Beer bottle 
Load bearing I Wall 
Further material manipulation: 
Objects 
=structural element 
Using the same bottles with 
Component jWall 
ugaad by by Sanjeev Shankar 
NON-Load bearing | Canopy 
Further material manipulation ^ 
+ structural system 
Holes are drilled in order for 
os·,9,,. _,o 
objects reuse objects components 
Upcycllng material 
OLD BUILDING MATERIAL 
NON-Load bearing I Envelope 
Further material manipulation ./ 
ObJects 
+ Independent structural system 
Attached to self-standing struc-
ture 
Component I Wall 
J __ --. ~-- ~--
Scraphouse by Rachel 
Object I Phonebook/ keyboard 
PHONEBOOK/ 
KEYBOARD 
NON-Load bearing I Cladding 
Further material manipulation X 
ObJects 
+ Independent structural system 
Attached to self-standing struc· 
tu re 
ObJects 
+ structural system 
Using the same bottles with 
binder 
-• - i ^ ^ ^ i • ^ ^ 
I iw r . ir, components objects 
REVERSIBLE SEQUENCE 
Swiss Pavilion by Peter Zumthor 
Material | lumber Object I architecture 
Structure | envelope | interior 
= I I =1111111111 
_ 
Spirvwheel organisation create a open 
square with a labyrinth experience 







new life objects 
reuse objects 
Upcycling material 
U n i f d Bottle by InsUnt ArchltecU 
Object I bottle Object I building material 
t portable size of 9 bottle units 
Structure | envelope 
w 
Object I Refugee Shelter 




Structure | envelope 
Component | building material 
Object I Temporary Building 
k 
o 
recycled material I ^ ^ ^ ^ 
components 
:o Blocks by Hons Kong Polytechnic University 
f^Cf\ i 
MateriaJ | KC powder 
B r i c l k 
m 
Material |6rick powdei 
Material | Glass Aggre^te Component | Paving Brick 
DAILY PRODUCTS FOR 
CH. 3 ARCHITECTURE 
THE IDEAS OF SCALE THE EXTENT OF REPETITION 
REPETITION W I T H 100 OBJECTS 
Glass bottles 
> 30mmH 
Easily handled by 
IppI 
55 US gallons Oil drum 
22.5"D (572 mm) 
33.5"H(85I mm) 
volume of -218 L 
Handled with 
1-2 ppis 
Spatial flexibilt/ and the material emphasis increases with ex 
.............__ 






















Stacking I Boxing 
The STABIUTY of the column Increases with the MASS. 
Compressing I Rolling I Bundling 
The STRENGTH of load-bearing capacity of the material Increases after transformation 
Interlocking 
SPATIAL NEEDS change with the two directional interlocking DESIGN of the bread trays. 
Trays allow the flexibility to create needs for both transporting goods and trays storage. 
DAILY OBJECTS' PROPERTIES 
1ST LEVEL objects (HIGHEST flexibility) 
The objects are In material/eve/ and use general methods for storage/transportation. 
We can adopt the method for further use. 
2ND LEVEL objects (MEDIUM flexibility) 
They are In product level, but Its material/quality have the flexlblity to transform Its original use 
to a new use. 
3RD LEVEL objects (LOWEST flexibility) 
They are In products /eve/, and designed with components/qualities for specific uses. 
They perform their own task well but transforming Its use Is difficult with Its design. 
DAILY OBJECTS - OBJECTS FOUND IN INDUSTRY ESTATE 
For Wholesale 
Purpose 




I m L - 5 L 
DESIGN CRITERIA AS A PRODUCT 
Since their function are to contain and store daily products for easier transportation, their BASIC design principle is the volume they are aimming to carry, according to their usage. 
Volume! 
Loading Capacity! 
with architectural quality for further investigation 
STRUCTURE & SURFACE INTEGRATION 
Objects + independent 
structural system 
=space defining element 
Objects 
+ structural system 
=space defining element 
Objects 
=structural clement 
=space defining element. 
MATERIAL AND OBJECTS' 
MATERIAL COMPOSITIONAL 
Expression on 
Quality of the ob|ects 
matftriallty 
Experiment methodology for transforming daily products to archiecture 
Objects 
=load bearing element 
=space defining elemenc 
HTm d 
Objects 
+ load bearing system 
=space defining element 
K 
Objects + independent load 
bearing system 
=space defining element 
i 
One Products serve the space defining elements as well as the load bearing elements 
mm BIS •• 
phumi HHm[ 
.OBJECTS = LOAD 
ne Products serve the space defining elements; i well as the load bearing elements 
-]«" 
One Products serve the space defining elements: i the load bearing elements 
i j l f c i 
2. OBJECTS 
Two Products serve two function, and work together to have the space defining elements and the load bearing elements 
Reference Readings 
Architecture of Change: Sustalnability and Humanity in the Built Environment I Kristin Feireiss & Lukas Feireiss 
Cradle to cradle: remaking the way we make things IWilliam McDonough & Michael Braungart 
The Millennium whole earth catalog : access to tools and Ideas I edited by Howard Rhelngold ; foreword by Steward Brand 
Collapsible :the genius of space-saving design I by Per Mollerup 
Mobile: the art of portable architecture I edited by Jennlfer Slegal 
lmmaterlallultramaterial :architecture, design, and materials I edited by Toshlko Mori. 
Ch. 4 PALLETS 
G«n«ral Dimension 
There Is i 
-The pallet world Is bulaill/ divided Into three parts: 
• the general size in North America Is 1219 D lO l i mm {48x40 inches). 
• in ASIA It is 800x1200 mm, 1100x1100 a 
• in Europe 800x1200 » well »s 1000x1200 mm. 
> mm 
,Stringer wooden pallet 
• Block wooden pallet 
Plastic Pallet 
-Nestable plastic pallet 
• Scackable plastic pallet 
-Rackable plastic pallet 
The arrangement of the pallets 
00| Component 
^ ,••§ 
011 Class - the durability of the pallets 
h n I; - r | i 
02| PaNet Style 
03| Deck Style 
• 
m 
The quality of pallet from the use in their cycle 
06| Load-bearing ability in different support condiUons 
07| Entry Type 
- I 
08| Incompitibte pallet dimension within region • No global standardized pillec 
09| Pallet I 
I0| The dimensioning of the pallet 
COMMON PALLET DERIVATIVES FROM DIFFERENT MATERIAL 














Stacking I Racking Stacking I Racking 
Stringer I Block Block 
Single I Oouble-revenible I Double non-revenlble Sincle I Double-revenlble I Double non-revenlble 






OS PaRet use category Limited use I Multiple use Limited use I Multiple use Limited use I Multiple use 
-=== 
-.=::c=r 
06 Deck Style l=:t flush I Single wing I Double wing Flush I Single wing flush I Single wing 
D~ 
07 Top Deck Construction Deckboard I Panel Deckboard I Panel Mainly Panel 
mm 
OB Bottom Deck Orientation (for block class pallet) Unidirectional/ Perimeter base Unidirectional/ Perimeter base Unidirectional 
WOODEN 
Block pallet • perimeter base 
W«lght 
-10kg per pallet 
Load-Bearing Capacity (Dynamic) 
ISOOkg 




i i i I! 
n
 rr I! i 
~ r- r- m ... ... ~ , m en I ~ 0 0 c m z 
PLASTIC 
The legs of thes 
side each other to maximize your 
floor space when not in use. 
plastic pallet 
These pallets are designed with 
a bottom deck that allows you 
to stack pallets on top of other 
loaded pallets handling the full 
static load. 
The Static Load of a pallet is the 
total weight one pallet can handle 
without being moved. 
the strongest plastic 
pallets available.They are built to 
withstand their weight capacities 
on an open rack system that does 
not have decking. 
PRACTICAL FACTS ON 
NESTABLE PALLET 
Ctpwity (kz) Capaclty(k|) 
Length Width IntaHor Htlght Tart Weight 
( (mm) (mm) M 






























C a p a c i t y ^ 
Optional 
Perimeter Lip 









j 11340 2268 1587 no 1220 1016 ISO 26.3 
] 
1 13608 leM 907 No 1220 1016 IS2 19.3 



















1360 0 1016 •32 6.8 
3810 816 0 1220 1016 5.9 
MATERIALITY OF THE PALLETS 
Choice of pallets for further investigation 
Materia Level 
Material strength of the objects 
Further manipulation of objects | connection method | dismantable 
Durability of the material 
Easy to return to nuteHil ttaje for furdier r 
QUALITY OF WOOD PALLET 
I MATERIAL STRENGTH 






QUALITY OF WOOD PALLET 
4 I LOAD-BEARING ABILITY IN TWO DIRECTIONS 
QUALITY OF WOOD PALLET 
5 I TWO CONTINOUS DIRECTION IN-BETWEEN SPACE 
1 < > f —1 f 1 { > r 
QUALITY OF W O O D PALLET 
6 I ITS STANDARDISED COMPONENTS' DIMENSION 
24x90x960 mm 
DUALITY OF WOOD PALLET 
flDISED DIMENSIONS MATCH WITH HUMAN SCALE | TRANSFORMATION INTO ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS 
Interpreting pallets' components potential 
Unit 
9 3 a 
Vertical planks Horizontal decks 
dimension | profile 
In-between space Gap 
Pallet can be read s 
One unit composes from Different layers forming Continous cavity 
In what way we should modify the pallet in the later stage 


















Other structural sysum? 
Ease for connection 
structural spanning 
Envelope Structure Batten Insulation 
minimal climatic challenges 
PALLET SUPPLY 
Three possibilities : NEW PALLET | RENTAL PALLET | 2nd HAND PALLET 
Manufactory from factory 
Rental from warehouse I 
logistic company 
Purchase from second-hand 
pallet company 
DESIGN FLEXIBILITY o © 
(New raw material) 
Highest 
(Pallet can be tailor-made) (HKD $50-70 per pallet) 
Average — b ^ ^ t — L ^ “ “ C h e a p e s t 
(Material repaired by company) (No damages/modification on pallet) (Standardised size of I .Im x 0.8m) (HKD $0.35 per day loan) 
Medium M i t o Medium Medium 
(2nd hand pallet being collected) (Original pallet quality with modifi- (Different quantity of different size) (%10 per pallet) 
cation freedom) 
RENTAL PALLETS 2nd HAND PALLETS 
Geometry Study 
rS, ORDER BE A R R A N G E D T O A C H I E V # S O M E T H I N G M E A N I N G F V L n H O W C A N T H E OBJECTS' ORDER BE A R R A N G E D T O ACHiEVI 
GEOMETRY GROWTH OF MODULES 
M A T E R I A L Flexibility come from elementary modules S T R U C T U R E How the modules get organised 
The Simplier form of the 
products give more flexibil-
hy on designin 
• while 
the designed products follows 
Che designers* rule to ma-
nipulate, generating designated 
Simple modular form, 
ometry growth gives hint 
for the connection 
GEOMETRY STUDY 
Pallets X 6 
r DO 1 
i ro 
P a l l e t s X 
-36QQ-
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SINGLE I DOUBLE FACE REVERSIBLE-TRANSLATION 
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SINGLE FACE DOUBLE FACE SINGLE FACE -SINGLE WING 
il •[ :. UPHF 
/ W W 
THE IMPORTANCE OF GEOMETRY 
GEOMETRY AND STRUCTURE 
The stability of the structure comes from 
(components and connections) are vital for its stabilit/. So» if we to transform the pallets as building components, we do have to resolve its deficiency being a separated unit, with the consid-
FORM ACTIVE 
Arch \ Shell 
Tensile membrane 
Cable Structure 
rigid Joint to resist 
compression force 
tensile mebrane 
SEMI - FORM ACTIVE 
Portal frame 
rigid joint to 
resist bending 
N O N - FORM ACTIVE 
Post and beam 
material strength 
to resist bending 
STURCUTRAL EFFICIENCY, 
t’.. ft . 
BUILDING FORM A N D SPATIAL EXPERIENCE (PROGRAM) 
How do we use the space What kinds of building form provide more spatial flexibility to the users? 
FLEXIBILITY. 
FORM ACTIVE SEMI - FORM ACTIVE N O N - FORM ACTIVE 
UNDERSTANDING FORCES 
VERTICAL L O A D • gravitational load 
Bending force 
Axial force 
H O R I Z O N T A L L O A D - wind load 
Shear force 
Load in the centre 
I — z 




NON-FORM ACTIVE GEOMETRY - with 6m span 
UNDERSTANDING STRUCTRAL BEHAVIOUR • SPANNING 
==> Structural depth of the material 
==> Continuity of the material - Connection performance between units 
I .Truss beam 
2. Double Layer 
3. Parallel Wall 
4. Increase the strength of the connectors 
LOGICS 
Truss b«am Double layer 
Making use of the compressive properties Increase the structural depth 
of pallets 
Provide more chance for connection among pallets 
Increase the structural depth 
Increase the connectivity of maUrial 
Create a network of material connected i a component having bricks* quality 
There are two parts for the design, in order to demostrate 
- a shor t lifespan extension of products through repeti t ive use 
North District Flower Bird Insect and Fish Show 
- a long lifespan extension of products through modif icat ion 




North District Flower Bird Insect and Fish Show 
Compatible lifespan between material and usage to serve both cycle 
I Bottle Village by 
Grandma Prisbrey 
Short Duration 
T i i 
Oli)«ct I botd* C«mf>oftcni | 
technt^ u* ‘ 
United Bottle by 
Instant Architects 
rgently needed by the refugees.The de-
ttl« cycle and th« building cycles to|«the 
bottle desiFn.Thd desirn not or>ly solves to develop a innovative  
the disposal problems after use but also generate the opportu-
nity to provide temponry shelcer to the refugees. 
O 
3 I Migros Famtlypark by 
Beilpart Associates 
S h o r t A MuUipte | U s a g e i , 
I ^ Ttmporary | Program 
The project uses brand n«w pallets as building component for 
the children's pUycround. The pallets used can be returned back 
L R 
week annual show for flower, birds, reptile, Insect and fish exhibition n Fanling 
North District Flower Bird Insect and Fish Show • 
Existing layout 
Short (fi Muttfple | Usage 
r'O^O 

a short lifespan extension 
through repetitive use 
North District Flower Bird Insect and Fish Show A one weeks annual show for flower, birds, reptile, insect and fish exhibition 
nts, as furniture through horizontal stacking 
FLOWER HOUSE 
an open shelter 
Rttptll« Houstt 
_ pallets as structure, as light filtering device through vertical stacking 
REPTILE HOUSE 
L shelter with minimal protection 
Flower house - spatial experience through the volume 
Large volume | thin wall Thin volume | thin wall Thin volume | thick wall 
II intimate to the material 
Thin volume | thick wall 
Shifting wall - spatial organization through wall arrangement 
Transition space of I m width and gathering space of width 3m for flower exhibition 
Organization diagram for f lower house I 
Roof - different lighting condition 
Transition space of Im width with two walls to support the roof span 
Gathering space of 3m width with have no roof due to the spanning 
Transition space are for the plants need darkness 
Gathering space are for the plants need sunshine 
Shifting Pallets - for the exhibition cubicle in the transition space 
Flexible height to fit different flowers Shifting pallets 
s 
exhibition voids 
aa 2 “ 
PSf i3 >3 
_ # | 1 « IS 
-CZZl" 
r t f ra -





Reptile house _ Arrangement to stablize the structure 
light I 
Ingei 




Structure to create space 
Organization Plan 






Using the material that can be returned to their cycle after i 
non • supporting mcmbran« / layer 
-—• J \ 
g 
— — I 
Arrangement for different spatial experience and needs 




Arrangement for different spatial experience and needs 
(TV 
J : • U u t i 1 i l i l F 




Openings resolve the dimension differences 
» resolve the dimension differences 

a long lifespan extension 
through modification 
Direction for the cavity 
The critical difference between the pallec2 
Ing envelope and the conventional panel system. 
The attachment of imsuladon material may make 
use of the limited access cavity for Installation 
Low cost housing _ pallets as Internal structure, prefabricated panel for weather protected envelope 
A study on a low-cost residential project - the spatial concept 
basic module Ground flo 
5m x5m 
IQIJ 
lOOm u^nlc lOOm^unlil USm unl< I50m>unlt 
Since pallets is regarded as a structral component with minimal climatic protection, the major issues in transforming pallets into prefabricated panel is the protection 
Shelter by pallets with 
I w i t h t h e chosen t y p e of pa l le t 
Doubled faced pallet 





2 Add i t iona l beams f o r 4 . 8 m span 
Beams works with pallets* stringer to form 
frame structrue, reinforced by the sheathing 
panel 
M o a i c i o n a i c i a a a i n g 
Additional cladding and protection layer gives 
better climatic protection to the shelter 
O •nJnfS CO resolve the dimension dtfference 4 
Shelter by pallets with module of 5m x 4.8m 
‘ W 
i f _ z 
protection of Inner layers 
Insu la t /on layr on top of sheathing 
panel provides the fall for the rainwater 
top of pallets are 
for protection of Inner layers and pallets 
through the shifting edges of pallet 
sheathing layer to 
of pallet modules stiffen the structure f ll t 
layer as the major weather pro-
tayers as well as the expression of 
the building.Tbe materiallit/ of the ouer 
skin can be selected by the designers 
The pallet envelope provides the 
basic framework for the buildings.The 
modular dimension of 1.2m x I m enable 
assembling by human hands, withour the 
help of machine. 
The additional beams for overcoming 
the spanning 
Foundation 
First floor plan 
Expansion of the module into a housing type 
Framing plan • shifting the beam to allow the staircase Ground f loor plan 
Thermal insulation underneath the waterproof-
ing layer to create the fall for precipitation 
Double layers of single face pallets to incorpor 
the beams, Increasing the beam depth for the 
support of the first floor 
Single layers of double face pallet to incorporate 
the beams for the roof, shallower beam depth as “ 
M IH IH ,iira l» in in HI IH in IH !}] H 
Cavity between the pallets can be filled 
with services or Insulation material 
I 

Machinery for construction 
pallets as tools for construction 
the construction sequence 
rental cost for the event 
the connection 
CH.6 CONSTRUCTION 
MACHINERY FOR CONSTRUCTION 
Forklift Specification 
Max Lifting height: 
Load bearing capacity: 
up to 30.5 ft (9.3m) 
up to 1750 lb (793kg) 
Pallet Jack Specification 
Max Lifting height: NA 
Load bearing capacity: 5500 lb (793kg) 
CONSTRUCTION USING PALLETS - as tools for construction 
Pallets as working plat form 
Pallets as temporary support during construction 
Pallets become permanent space defining elements 
when the temporary support are not removed. 
The construction sequence 
Rental cost during the event 
Rantal cost for the flowar house Rental cost for tha raptlle housa 
Total number of pallets being used: 1450 pics 
Rental cost per day: 
I450XHKD0.35 
=HKD$S07.S 
Total number of pallets being used: 326 pics 






THE STUDY OF CONNECTION 
Connections cannot be avoided as long as two different materials come together, especially 
when the building components need to be assembled on site.The ease of transportation and 
the dimension which worker can handle the material is very important. A nice design of a 
connection not only express the respect on the material, but also strengthen the sense of the 
structural system. 
Mschanlcally conn*ctttd 
• Wooden structure - dowel | bearing 
Dowel - wood | wood 
Bearing -wood | metal 
• Steel structure - Bolt | Hinge 
Bolt - metal j metal 
Hinge - metal j metal 
• Masonry structure - Layering 
• Container cargo lifting • Magnetic 
• Glass holder-Air pressure 
Chamlcally connttctttd 
• Steel structure -Welding | soldering 
• Concrete structure _ concrete 
2Ca,SiO, + 7 H p => 
3(Ca0)«2(Si0j)«4(H,0)(gcI) + 3Ca(OH)j 
Principle 
lied Pressure Is appi 
to the surfaces 
resist the lateral i 
tion of its object, 
Examples 
ted cases 
Two components Force between ob- Reduce the air 
In tension held |ects with magnetic volume between 
together to counter- field. surfaces to lower Its 
balance the force air pressure, 
in either lateral or 
vertical. 
THE STUDY OF CONNECTION - MASONRY BOND AND THE WAY OF CONNECTING 











t i H E B H E " 
CONNECTION STRATEGY 
I I A ~ • P 
Objects 
=load bearing element 
=space defining element 
J . 
2 | P ~ • A 
Objects 
+ load bearing system 
=space defining clement 
Pot/ & Chal By Chang Yung Ho StekoWall System Jugaad by Sanjeev Shankar 
Pallets, connection 
strategy for connections 
"Compression member 
——Tension member 













If the degree of bending is too large such that 
wood cannot effectively transfer the vertical 
load, a stronger material, eg •• beam, can 
replace wood as the connecting material. 
on 
Through n-between space 




Using the deck as connectors in four^way direct) 
Through deckboards 
11 Connectors are applied between the gaps 
H m H 3 
front view 
Through in-between space 
Materiality • wood - the pallet's component I 0 
Through in-between space Strategy 
compression member 
tension member 
Strategy 3 • with planks In-between 
1 _ i T 1 
: 
2m- span with double loading 
• 2m span 
3m- span by applying the strategies togeher 
'Immrimmmrtmm 
•3m span _ 
Landscape orientation 
Pallets components as connector 
In bewteen space being occupied for connection, climatic border being put on top/bottom 
Planar connection 





Through neighbouring blocks 













metal connectors - Nail Plate 





CH.7 SPECIAL STUDY 




This special study is an extent of my thesis project investigating the possibility of using daily objects with inherited quality similar i 
and tactile qualities can be achieved. The thesis is : 
therefore creating space with the found material. 
»the architectural material to build, such that unexpected spatial 
However, even though the objects from two different cycles have similar qualities, they are not the same, so modification of the objects is needed in order for it to work from < 
cycle. Since the pallets, the objects I have chosen’ are used as a component for building envelope, I hope this study can strengthen and advance my knowledge about how building materials func-
tion as a building envelope and the exploration as a building component in architectural expression. 
This special study will discuss how the envelope incorporate with different type of structural system developed through ages.The transformation from solid construction using a homogeneous 
material serving both structure i 





protective layers + insulating layer 
What is building envelope • the separation between exterior and interior 
A building envelope is the physical separation between the interior and the exterior space to allow a better environmental control. These physical separations include the roof, wall, 
openings (windows and doors), and foundatlon . lt is the outer skin of building to protect the Interior from the exterior climatic changes to provide users a stable and comfort living 
environment. 
Envelope design should include the insulation performance in controlling air movement, temperature, moisture and structural Integrity. The importance in providing insulation helps 
the building to keep away from excess energy gain and avoid the destruction of the structure from micro-organisms, such that energy consumption and malntanence for operating 
the building can be minimised. 
We can create openings (the mean to create connection between inside and ouuide) in our shelter, such that we can be protected from the weather as well as enjoying the out-
door at the same time. In extreme, we can have shelters with no connections between insides and ouulde in a total darkness, or a glass envelope giving an ambiguous sense be· 
tween interior and exterior. The building envelope enables us to generate different spatial experience between interior and exterior, light and darkness, while being protected from 
the weather. 
lt is also the skin of the building, it will directly give people a perception on iu identity. With the technology advancement In building materials and system, different envelope sys-
tems have been developed. Facade with glass curtained wall system Is the most recognized symbol of modern architecture applied In skyscrapers. 
The Invention on the reinforced concrete and Le Corbusler theory on the "five point of architecture" give an unprecedented vision on the expression of modem architecture, 
which In turns, changing the entire thinking about structure as a Integral part of the building envelope. So, openings no longer are the limitation to the structure and light can be 
specifically designed to go Inside the building at certain location and duration. lt Is therefore one of the means for architectural expression. 
So, building envelope is about the provision of comfortable living environment to people, creating connection between inside and ouuide, and the aesthetic expression of a piece of 
architecture, and the provision of comfortable living environment to people. 
The design considerations for building envelope 
Three main functions for the building envelope are to provide the protection, to present expression and to give connection to interior and exterior. 
Expression 
...._ 
An analog between building envelope and clothing 
For achieving the basic function as a shelter for protection, building envelope design Includes four major performance objectives: 
Structural Integrity 1 Moisture control 1 Temperature control 1 Control of air pressure boundaries of sorts 
If architecture is a device to provide protected and us-
able space to allow human to work and stay in, 
our clothes is a more imtimate device to provide protection to 
human. 
Bulldln& envelope 
Llfespan Longer lifespan, aims for durability 
Functionality Protect from external fluctuating weather 
Flexibility In controlling the Indoor climatic through opening or active energy control 
Context the relationship between new and existing 
Clothlna 
shorter lifespan, for Its regular cleansing and material wearoff 
Protect from external fluctuating weather 
taking off clothes In controlling body temperawre 
the climatic consideration, dress code depends on circumstances where you 
wear clothes 
The function of clothing - an analog to building envelope 
Quote from "Layered clothing | wikipedia" 
L a y e r e d c l o t h i n g h a manner of dressing using mu l t i p le garments that are worn on top of each other. Some of the layers have different^ largely non-overlapping, functions. Us-
ing more or fewer layers, or replacing one layer but not others, allows for f lex ib le c lo th ing t o ma tch t h e needs of each sItuatlon.Two thin layers can be warmer yet lighter than one 
thick layer, because the air trapped between layers serves as thermal insulation. 
At least three layers are identified as follows: 
Base layer (Inner layer) provides comfort by keeping the skin dry. 
Mid layer (insulating layer) provides warmth. 
Shell layer (outer layer) protects from wind and water. 
Often clothes combine two adjacent layers, as in the case of warm undergarments that provide both comfort and insulation. 
Our skeleton becomes the support of the clothes 
Shell layer < > Weather protection / Moisture control 
Mid Ixyrnr < > Thermal pttrformance / Sound Insulation 
Base layer ‘ 
Fundamentals as building •nvolop* - Protection 
Building, as a machine for living. Is to provide a comforuWc living environment all around ycar.Thc envelope protects us from drastic fluctutions in external climatc, through measures in thermal 
insulation, waterproof and air tightness control, and certain extent of active cnvironmenial control, interior conditions can be maintained within the comfort zone and wc can live in sable and 
comfortable environment Providing thermal insulation and protection are the measures to against the climatic confrontation. 


















Frcih AIR suppt/ 
low NOISE level 






Thermal per formnncc 
Protection for insulation 
Sound insulation Air tightness 
Thermal insulntion Vapour bnrricM-
Insulation layM* 
Fir pi otcctior 
Sp ” : f o i ^''t •' W . 
The fundamentals of building envelope 
Thermal Insulation 
Vapour barrier 
Battens/space for services 
Wall linings 
Weather protection 
Thl$ layer protects the underlying compo-
nents against the effects of the weather, it 
is the primary waterproofing layer 
of the envelope. 
Moisture control 
This layer, usually called vapour barrier, protects 
against the penetration of moisture into the 
inner layer, (mainly the thermal insulation layer.) 
Ventilation cavity can help stoping the acculmula-
tion of excessive moisture on this layer. It is the 
secondary waterproofing layer. 
Thermal performance / Sound 
insulation 
It ensures the necessary thermal performance 
against the fluctuating temperacure change in 
different season and also reduce airborne sound 
transmission. 
Air tightness 
Air cighcness layer can prevenc the iratisporta-
tion of moisture from convcction involving the 
movement of the water vapour in airflow. 
Fire protection 
^ his L'jycf sfiould [invc che riic-r crard^ni picpci-
ties, such t tm in caic of fire, the iood-bcaring 
structure, v.'hicli is protcacd by this Inycr. v/ill 
fioc bit d.\in<-}f,ed nnd collapie imm'. di;ate!>' nfcer 
fit ft. 
Wood cladding profiles for 
Moisture In the construction leads to damage of 
the building material.They rot the timber, disrupt 
the loadbearing structure and makes no use for 
damp thermal insulation. So moisture from con-
densation or humid climate must not stay within 
the construction layer. 
The fundamentals of building envelope - Strategies for thermal performance 
Thermal Insulation in the envelope acts as a thermal buffer between interior and exterior. It prevents excessive energy gains or losses which otherwise can lead to extra energy consump-
tion in regulation the indor environment such that it protects people from being too cold or too hot inside. Its effeciency measures how less heat is transferred between two surfaces. Insulation 
can also prevent the destructive expansion or contraction of the structural materials from temperature fluctuation. 
There are two methods in low-energy design, the storage concept and the insulation concept. Storage concept makes u$e of the mass of the building materials as the medium for storing heat, 
preventing exterior heat directly transfer to interior. Insulation concept makes use of the material resisitivity in heal transfer. 
storage concept • Ksar Ferich,Tunisia insulation concept 
The thermal transmittance in calculating heat transfer, including the heat conductance per meter thick, convection of the 
Since heat transfer from radiation and convection of material are far more less than from conduction, here we take the thermal conductivity(K-value) 
U-value (W/m^K). 
i » 
Maurla) j wood j Mastic Plastic cuy Clay ConcrtM Metal Metal Ston« Stone Ghss 
1 
type Oak j Rubber PTFE Momr Clay brick Ughx concrete Aluminium Suel Mari>le Granite Qear {lass 
Thermal conducclvicy j 0.17 ! 0.16 
W/mK 1 i 
0.25 1.73 0.18-0.56 (M2 160 65 2 .0 -16 1.6-3.4 1 
Protection 
Facade as primary layer for weather protection 
1 
/ 
Tropical • Mumbai Arid • California Temperate - Lon 
Climatic zone Source : Koppen climate classification 
.Munich 
strategy for different climatic confrontation _ different climatic zone have different climatic requirement to the envelope 
Tropical - Mumbal 
Hot wet summer 
Moderate dry winter 
AJn shiplap boarding 
Warm dry summer 
Cool dry winter 
Rebate vvaicrproofing vcr deal rough-sawn board 
Air tight membrane 
Oriented strand boat 
Mintral fibre thermal iruubuon. 
G) Materlallty of envelope components In different building system 
multi-layers serve 
multiple functions 
Complemenatry system L: 
"In a complementary system, the strUctural -· 
and building physics functions of the dacadc 
are allocated to different layers, each with 
specific monofunctional properties:' The 
allocation of the material also provides the / ~ 
chance for Insulation. --.-1. ·- . " ~·-· -
~v· ~{;j ';' ;, .... ~ ;~::::.::~L~ ... :.:~J 
~ ~lf'~=·-<o~] 
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one layer serves 
multiple functions 
Synthetic system 
What Is synthetic system In building enve-
lope! This word first appeared In the book" 
ConstrUcting archtiecture" to defferentiate 
the concept between facade and building 
envelope. In the book.lt mentions "Synthetic 
systems fulfill the primary strUctural and 
building physics functions of the facade by 
the means of a single, multlfunctlonallayer:• 
The use of envelope material must therefore 
be able to fulfil these requirements, which 
a protective layer simultaneously performs 
loadbearing and Insulation functions. The 
material separation between Interior and 
exterior are homogeneous and its authentic 
expression on material in relation with it 
structural ability can be clearly conceived. 
Building envelope in different building system 
, I P ^ ’ " " K W H * ’ 
[0 Ethylene-propylene rubber layer oi 1 herm^l insulation in-between Oi'iontcd Ml and bcru d Polycarbonate sheeting in Timber 
frame structure 
Double glass glazing 
I f . I 
Essence of material properties corresponding to problems I I by climate 
all forms of water > Moisture control 
Excessive solar energy gain / loss •••> Heat insulation 
Continuit)' / homogeneity of water t^i^ ht material Imprecated with waterproofing material/ Applied waterproofing membrane 
Opaque material with ability to store I resist heat > Volume of the material (with air cavity) 
9 Material | Lumber 
DIH«r*nC tmutmmnt* of Ch* wood prodiKt Mtvinf dlff«r*nt function 
As engineering wood 
0 How the materidlayeNd tolnoo•po .. te with the pdlet ,,.tem to <O"Oate a well pO'Ote<ted •helte• • hou•e 
Shell layer· 
Weather Protection 
Insulation layer • 
Moisture control/Thermal performance I Sound Insulation I Air tightness 
Mo\ifl control Thermal performance 
I l "' 
Polye~-ne 
Air tightness 
lt.tl . ~ ,. Poly .. 
An attempt for the mlx•and·match expression 
Weather protection material 
Bricks 





















Insulation cork board 
Base layer· 




wool fibre board lmpre&nantd bitumen 
Strategies for Incorporating the protective material into the pallets 
Since continuous layer can only be applied on the top and bottom layer’ the in-betwee 
material, there are two strategies to make use of this type of pallets: 
allow a full coverage of insulating 
Strategy I • opan shtttt*r by tingitt layar of pallet 
Only one side of the pallet is covered while another side leaves open as ventilation cavity. All layers of insulation are sandwiched in between 
being sandwiched 





tion of the pal-
let through the 
In-between space 
by the insulation 
material is possible. 
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